The good, the bad and the ugly of VCTs and EIS
Summary
Should the tax tail wag the investment dog? When it comes to considering the role of Venture Capital
Trusts (VCTs) and Enterprise Investment Schemes (EIS) that is the question that needs to be asked and
answered. Tax breaks need to be very carefully weighed against the material risks of owning minority
stakes in small, unquoted company investments. Are they ever appropriate for investors? In
summary, they are unlikely to form any standard part of an investor’s portfolio, particularly if other
regular tax allowances have not be fully maximised. They may make sense in some very client specific
circumstances, but investors need to be fully cognisant of the material risks that exist.
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The good, the bad and the ugly of VCTs and EIS

‘There’s some serious wealth destruction there that at worst could have left you with
less than 20p in the pound. You’d have more fun setting fire to £50 notes.’
Monevator – ‘The Investor’ on VCTs1

Is the tax tail of VCT and EIS investment wagging the investment
dog?
Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs) and Enterprise Investment Schemes (EIS) represent tax-advantaged
opportunities to invest equity capital into very small and often very early stage – or even start-up 2
privately held businesses . The words ‘equity’, ‘privately held’, ‘small’ and ‘early stage’ immediately
point out some of the risks, which we cover in more detail below.
There is a certain human appeal towards potentially investing in the next Google or similar tech startup or to own a share of a biotech firm commercialising some aspect of research for the good of
mankind. Intuitively, one knows that this is a risky, dice-rolling business and that for every winner
there are bound to be some losers and some also-rans. But the tax breaks afforded by HM
Government for both of these schemes cloud the due diligence that these potentially risky
investments deserve.
It is a mistake to think that these tax breaks are altruistic in nature. Their purpose is to encourage the
supply of capital to these companies in the hope that they will employ more people - who will pay
income tax, make NI contributions (individual and company) and pay VAT on goods bought with their
wages – and that they will generate higher corporate earnings on which corporation tax can be
charged. The tax breaks are provided to improve the risk-return relationship that potential investors
in these companies face. It is estimated that somewhere in the region of 35% to 50% of money
invested in early stage businesses would not have been invested in the absence of EIS3.

Capital raising metrics
By way of background, it is worth noting that there are over 5 million SMEs (with less than 250
employees) in the UK accounting for 99% of businesses and around 50% of total private sector
turnover. Companies with less than 10 employees account for 95% of all UK businesses4.
EIS was launched in 1993/94, as an evolution of the Business Expansion Scheme that went before it.
Since it began, it has raised over £10.7bn for 21,000 small companies with an estimated £1 billion
raised in 2013/14 for around 2,400 companies5. This compares to around £22bn of retail investments
into UK mutual funds6 in the 12 months to October 2014. The peak of EIS capital raising was in
2000/01 at the height of the technology boom. Today’s level of fund raising is almost comparable to
the previous high. Since 2006, around 60% of all investment has been made into companies operating
in London and the South East.
EIS investors have the opportunity to invest either directly into share issues of qualifying firms or via a
pooled arrangement - somewhat erroneously described as a fund - which tends to be a collection of
investments held by the manager and managed on behalf of the pool of investors. The investments
are held in a nominee name with the individual investors remaining as the beneficial owners. This
makes access to the tax reliefs easier.
The VCT scheme was first introduced in 1995. VCTs are similar to investment trusts, raising capital by
the sale of shares in the trust, which is then invested into qualifying trading companies. VCTs must be
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listed on a UK stock exchange and will trade at a premium (rare) or discount to the NAV of the
underlying portfolio companies. They are managed by professional fund managers. Total funds
raised from 1995/96 to 2013/14 were £5.5 billion, with record funds raised in 2000/01 of £450
7
million. In 2013/14, funds raised were £440 million, via 66 funds, out of 97 funds in existence . This is
around half of the funds raised for EIS in 2012/13.

Table 1: General tax parameters of EIS and VCT investments8
Tax issue

EIS

VCT

Maximum annual investment

£1,000,000

£200,000

Income Tax relief on subscriptions

30% of subscription amount.
(Providing sufficient tax liability).

30% of subscription amount in new
ordinary shares. (Providing
sufficient tax liability).

Claiming income tax relief

Company sends form EIS3 (when it
meets EIS qualifying requirements)
or fund manager sends EIS5 if
invested via an EIS fund.

Claim relief via tax return for the
year in which the ‘eligible shares’
were issued.

One year carry back

Yes (all or part of the cost of shares
acquired).

No. Based on year in which ‘eligible
shares’ were issued.

Qualifying holding period

3 years from the time shares are
issued (or qualifying trade starts).

5 years.

Dividends

Taxed at the investor’s marginal
rate.

Exempt on both new and secondhand shares acquired.

Capital Gains Tax

Exempt after 3 years (if no Income
Tax relief is sought, then no CGT
exemption is available).

Exempt. Otherwise known as
disposal relief.

Loss offset

Yes. Loss less Income Tax relief can
be set against Income Tax in year of
disposal or income in previous year.

No allowable losses.

Capital Gains tax deferral relief

Yes - unlimited. Capital gains can
be deferred by investing gains in
new EIS investment.

No.

Inheritance Tax Relief

Hold for 2 years to take outside of
the estate.

No.

Source: HMRC
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There is a dichotomy between the drivers for investors and
advisers
10

Recent research provides some useful insights into the differences between advisers and investors
when considering tax-advantaged, early stage, equity investments in small unquoted companies.

From the advisers’ perspective
In terms of advisers advising on EIS, the research points out that around three quarters of advisers
recommend EIS investments (recommending both single company and discretionary managed funds),
and over 90% of advisers stated that tax benefits were one of the main reasons why they
recommended EIS to clients. Surprisingly, around 60% thought that they provided diversification.
Their key concerns are the complex investment process and poor quality investment literature. The
forecast timing of exit from the EIS is, surprisingly, a very low concern. Only 30% think that EIS are
only appropriate once ISA and pension allowances have been maximised.
These findings are surprising – even alarming – to us. The tax tail seems to be wagging the
investment dog, particularly the fact that 70% of advisers believe that these investments should be
considered before other more mainstream tax breaks (ISA and pension) have been fully utilised. The
fact that 60% of advisers thought that they provide diversification is a sad reflection on the
knowledge of investing that many advisers must hold. The one thing that we can be certain of is that
when equity markets fall, the value of microcap companies will fall too. The artificial smoothing of
the pricing of unquoted companies – managers have the scope to value the underlying portfolio as
they wish - is a diversification illusion.

From the investors’ perspective
The same piece of research also polled 6,000 private investors (the database of ‘Angel News’), who
classified themselves as sophisticated or reasonably experienced investors; 61% held EIS investments
and 93% had considered them. When choosing an investment, 92% stated that the expected level of
return was one of the most important criteria. Three quarters preferred direct investment in
companies to a fund/portfolio structure.
These findings also alarm us. Even self-selected ‘sophisticated’ investors are probably taking far
higher risks than they are aware of, not least the risk of real disappointment that returns are poor (or
their capital is lost entirely, before the tax breaks they receive). Direct investment in a single
company EIS is a game of Russian roulette with a tax break on your funeral costs! Investors may well
be seduced by the high target rates of return that are illustrated in the glossy marketing literature,
which may or may not include the tax breaks received. The table below provides an insight into the
levels of target returns being touted.

Table 2: Direct and ‘fund’ EIS target returns
Low end

High end

Average

Single company

3%

84%

23%

EIS fund

6%

60%

18%

Source: AIR (see footnote 9)

There is a dichotomy between expectations and reality
Return promises of 20% or so, on average, for an EIS fund sound attractive. After all, that is more than
11
double the rate of return on UK publicly listed equities since 1900 . The reality of how poorly the
actual returns matches up to the expectation is illustrated below. The data captured looks at internal
rates of return (IRR) based on the cashflows of the investment portfolio - not accounting for tax
breaks - of funds that have been in existence for long enough so that the IRR is meaningful. It also
includes funds that have disappeared because they have been merged and have a new manager (a
frequent event) or closed.
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Figure 1: Return outcomes of existing, merged and closed funds
More than 10% IRR,
2%

Between 0% and 5%
IRR, 26%

Below 0% IRR, 66%

Data source: Allenbridge

Between 5% and
10% IRR, 6%
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It is evident that the history of VCT investing is littered with disappointment. Public data for EIS is
virtually non-existent. Some firms may provide top-line performance to investors, but that is rarely
publicly available. Investee company level information is scarce. The use of case studies (obviously
favourable ones) and tempting target rates of return seem to be common practice in the sales
process, which make the EIS investment proposition a leap of faith.

The costs of investing are high
The fees on EIS and VCT funds are, as one might expect, usuriously high in comparison to passive
funds. Every £1 of costs that spills from a portfolio in intermediary fees is £1 of investors’ money that
cannot compound and grow over time.

Table 3: EIS fund fees - indication
Initial Fee

AMC

Performance Fees

Low

1%

0.5%

10% above 105p

High

6.5%

3.0%

25% of all profits

Average

4.3%

1.8%

20% of all profits

Source: AIR Report 2014

Only annual management fees (AMCs) have been shown above, but it is likely that other ongoing fund
charges that can be offset against performance are likely to be material, which will raise the overall
cost of investing. VCT fees are broadly comparable, with initial fees of 5% not unusual (although
these may be discounted, depending on the distribution channel). Total ongoing costs are estimated
at around 3.5% per year13. Arrangement fees, representing around 2% of each transaction, may also
be charged when portfolio companies are acquired. In the end, investors only receive returns net of
costs. When costs are high, as they are in this case, intermediaries take, in our opinion, an unjustified
share of the upside. The proof of the pudding is in the eating, as Figure 1 clearly illustrates.
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Raw data sourced from Allenbridge (website). This data includes all funds for which IRR figures have been calculated and
includes open funds, closed funds and funds that have merged or have new managers.
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Risks are material
The risks of VCT and EIS investments are varied and considerable. They both invest in very small,
unquoted companies. It is our belief that many investors do not have a clear insight into the risk they
are taking on. These are summarised in the table below:

Table 4: VCT and EIS risks

14

Risk

Explanation

Minority stake

Investing in minority stakes of small businesses is problematic; the company has
the investor’s money, but the investor has little, if any, control over the workings
of the company.

Exit strategy

It is easy enough to get invested in an EIS or VCT investment, but very much less
easy to predict the exit strategy and the timing of the exit from the fund. Exit
from either EIS or VCT investments is dependent on the sale of the underlying
companies, which could take years to achieve

Company failure

According to a recently published report , 55% of SMEs fail to survive the first
five years of their lives.

Concentration risks

To construct a portfolio with 95% confidence that a ‘10 times cost’ investment is
selected – assuming 1-in-10 deliver such returns – a portfolio of 30 stocks is
required. The risks of concentrated portfolios (or single company EIS
investments) are obvious.

Loss of qualifying status

There is a risk that EIS-qualifying companies or VCT funds lose their status. In
this case, all tax reliefs are at risk.

Changes in tax

The tax reliefs available to EIS and VCT investors can and do change over time, as
does legislation in other areas that could affect the attractiveness of EIS and VCT
reliefs. Less favourable reliefs may skew the risk-return equation away from
these assets. The new pension regime may well also reduce the value of the IHT
benefits available, for example.

Fraud and mismanagement

There is obvious scope for both fraud and mismanagement. Using a fund may
mitigate this to some extent, but this risk also applies at the fund level.

High costs

The high costs (set out above) risk negating a material proportion of the initial
income tax reliefs, when looked at over a 5-year time frame. Performance fees
with low hurdle rates will further damage the risk-return equation.

Manager selection

This is not a straightforward task, given the wide number of providers, opacity in
performance and the onerous due diligence surrounding both the manager and
the underlying portfolio strategy.

Lack of liquidity

For VCT investments, despite being listed, discounts tend to be well below NAV
and any attempt to sell the shares will most likely lead to a decline in the share
price of the NAV, even in small quantities. For EIS there is no secondary market
whatsoever, and extracting assets will depend on a liquidity event at the firm (a
trade sale or listing) or as these occur in an EIS fund’s portfolio. Exit could be far
further away than first envisaged, which is why it is a crucial question in any due
diligence.

Tail risk

Within a VCT or EIS portfolio, considerable tail risk (i.e. large, bad outcomes)
exists, given that there is a high likelihood of very poor performance or even
liquidation of portfolio companies.
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Should you invest?
The conclusion that we arrive at is that it would be extremely rare for us to recommend EIS and VCT
investments in the event that a client’s other tax reliefs (e.g. pension, ISA, CGT) have not yet been
maximised. These products should only be offered in very client specific circumstances where all
other avenues have been explored, and only for those clients who meet stringent net worth and
investor sophistication criteria.
Does the tax tail wag the investment dog? On balance, and on the evidence, yes.

Other notes and risk warnings
This article is distributed for educational purposes and should not be considered investment advice or
an offer of any product for sale. This article contains the opinions of the author but not necessarily
the Firm and does not represent a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment
product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is
not guaranteed.
Past performance is not indicative of future results and no representation is made that the stated
results will be replicated.
Errors and omissions excepted.

About us
Millen Capital Partners LLP is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) (FRN: 518934), is registered in England and Wales under Company No.
(OC351596).
The registered office address of the Firm is: 10th Floor, Horton House, Exchange Flags, Liverpool, L2
3YL.
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